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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the design of ZOMBILINGO, a Game With A Purpose (GWAP) that allows for the dependency syntax annotation of French corpora. The development will start mid-2014 and the game is to be made available by the end of the year. The created language resource will be freely and continuously available on the game Web site.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services—Web-based services
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1. INTRODUCTION
The availability of syntactic resources is known to be important to develop and to evaluate statistically based parsers; and [14] shows that using a sentence dependency structure can improve the information retrieval task, as compared to the basic “bag of words” techniques. Although French is far from being an under-resourced language, it lacks freely available language resources for natural language processing, in particular large syntactically annotated corpora. Crowdsourcing, in particular using a Game With A Purpose (GWAP), is a promising and ethically sound alternative to the traditional, high-cost human annotation.¹

Indeed, GWAPs like ESP GAME [19], which consisted in tagging images according to their content, or JEUXDEMOTS³ [13], which relies on the players associating ideas according to a simple instruction, allowed to create large language resources of reasonable quality at a relatively low cost [4]. However, the complexity of the tasks to be performed in these games is limited, and they basically rely on the general knowledge of the world that the players have.

In PHRASE DETECTIVES⁴ [6], the task – identifying the referent in an anaphora relation – is less simple and the creators of the game had to find ways to help players perform correctly: they have to go through a training period before they can really play, and the corpus is pre-annotated to facilitate the task.⁵ The quality obtained for this task is satisfactory [5]. However, another part of the game, which concerned the identification of properties, proved to be too complex and gave unsatisfactory results [4].

To our knowledge, only one GWAP has been developed, which addressed the syntactic annotation task, using a Tetris-like game, PHRATRIS⁶, but, although it won the INSEMITIVES Game Challenge⁷, the project seems to be abandoned and we could not find any published results. Another related project – though not a game – was designed to target Czech school children [10] and have them annotate sentences with morphology and dependency-based syntax using an appropriate editor, without any specific training. The authors obtained mixed results, with relatively low agreement between the teachers, and high agreement between the children. Without any further publication or information on the project, one cannot drive any significant conclusion.

Despite these somewhat discouraging results, we decided to develop a GWAP to perform the annotation of corpora with dependency syntax. Our role models in this challenge are PHRASE DETECTIVES and FOLDIT⁸, another GWAP, which success was largely advertised. In this molecular biology game, the players are asked to fold proteins according to – sometimes complex – instructions.

We first present, in section 2, the resource we want to build and the annotation reference we created. In section 3, we give details about the solutions we propose to address the issue of complexity. Finally, we describe in section 4 some of the mechanisms that will be used to motivate the players.

⁴See: http://anaviki.exs.ac.uk/phrase detectives.
⁵There are two types of games in PHRASE DETECTIVES, one consists in (dis)confirming a previous game, the other is about selecting the appropriate referent.
⁶The following Web page provides some details about the project, as well as the source code: http://gamelasp. codeplex.com/
⁷See: http://challenge.insemitives.eu/.

¹As opposed to Amazon Mechanical Turk, for example [9].
²For example, the Prague Treebank annotation cost $600,000 [1] for 1.8 million tokens.
Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM.
2. RESOURCE TO CREATE

2.1 Dependency syntax

Traditionally, syntactic structures of natural language sentences are described either as dependency trees or as phrase structure trees. We chose here to rely on dependency syntax because it is often used in statistically based parsers [12] and it has proven to be easier to map to semantic relations, for example to produce semantic role labeling. Modern presentation of dependency syntax is due to Tesnière [18] and is based on the concept of labeled binary relations bonding lexical units of the sentence.

In figure 1, a dependency tree for the French sentence "J’espère que nous ne devrons pas avoir recours au type de mesures que vous proposez." (I hope that we will not have to resort to the type of measures you propose) is given; each arc describes a relation, the source of the arc is called the governor or the head, and the target is called the dependent. One lexical unit is the root of the structure ("espère", in the example); each lexical unit (except for the root) is the dependent of exactly one dependency relation.

2.2 Corpus

A freely available syntactically annotated corpus named SEQUOIA exists for French. It was first annotated with phrase structure trees, then converted to dependency structures [3]. The main problem with the corpus is its size: it only contains 4,000 sentences and we need a much larger corpus. SEQUOIA will be used as a seed and reference corpus for the game.

We are working on a new version of the corpus, including deep syntax annotation [2]. The annotation guide for this campaign comprises about 50 pages. The full corpus was corrected and annotated by two different research teams. In each team, several annotators (students in linguistics) worked on the corpus and a local expert adjudicated the differences. A second collaborative adjudication by members of the two teams is ongoing. This multi-layer correction of SEQUOIA will allow to produce very high quality annotations, that will be used as reference in ZOMBILINGO.

2.3 Pre-annotation

The goal of this project is to build a corpus annotated following SEQUOIA’s guidelines, without the deep syntax layer, with a much larger set of sentences. We want to make the annotated corpus freely available, so we have to select freely available texts to feed the system, for instance WIKIPEDIA articles, public domain novels, etc. These new sentences will be pre-annotated using available parsers for French (either symbolic ones like LEOPAR [16] or statistical ones). This pre-annotation will be done in an asynchronous way, each time a corpus is added to the game. We will also use the confidence measures given by parsers as a score to be used later in the comparison with solutions provided by players. The pre-annotation will not be shown to the players and will be used, instead, as a temporary reference annotation.

3. PERFORMING A COMPLEX TASK USING A GWAP

3.1 Previous experiments

In both PHRASE DETECTIVES and FOLDIT, the players have to go through a training period before they can fully participate in the game, in order to ensure that they have read and understood the instructions. During this phase, the players are given feedback about their answers through more or less interactive corrections and hints.

In PHRASE DETECTIVES this training phase is mandatory and ends when the player reaches a certain level (50% of right answers), whereas in FOLDIT, the training is organized into introductory levels, each one introducing the player to new concepts, with only beginners puzzles being available to players with less than 150 points. The somewhat more complex and more flexible training mechanism of FOLDIT reflects the complexity of the task at hand.

As for dependency syntax annotation, in the campaign we led with students in linguistics, we decomposed the task into phenomena, and trained the annotators on one phenomenon just before they annotated it. This method proved to be quite efficient, as it prevented the annotators from having to read and memorize a complex annotation guide. Annotators learn details about each phenomenon through examples and after a while, they are able to deal with all phenomena in complex sentence. We hope to apply the same idea to players even if we know that we cannot except the same skills from them.

3.2 Decomposing the complexity

In ZOMBILINGO, we intend to combine the methods presented in the previous section: the task will be decomposed into relation types (SUBJ, OBJ, AOBJ, ...) or phenomena (relative clause, coordination, ...), and the player will have to go through a training phase for each phenomenon before s/he can play the real game. This focused example-based training should help dealing with the large amount of details in the annotation guide, reducing the tediousness of the task.

Moreover, the players will be spared the annotation of obvious relation types like determiner to noun governor. This kind of relations will be dealt with by the automatic pre-annotation process.

In order to make sure the results are as accurate as possible, we need to assess the difficulty of the sentence (D), to match it to a player skilled enough to analyze it. While the latter is simple, using solely his/her level (L), we need a more complex, flexible indicator for the former. First, a computation will give an initial rating for the difficulty D of the sentence, based on the number of phenomena and their nature, as well as the corpus they come from. Second, as we cannot rely only on this computation, we will make D evolve depending on the results of the player on the sentence and his/her level, L. For example, if a player analyzes correctly a phenomenon with a difficulty rated above L, the system will lower D. On the contrary, if a player analyzes incorrectly a phenomenon with a difficulty rated below L, the system will increase D. The score and reward offered after a correct analysis will depend on the difficulty of the analyzed phenomenon. It should also give us insights on the types of sentences that are considered complex for players as compared to our system.

We are aware that this decomposition of the full annotation into separate phenomenon might generate consistency issues in the sentence. For instance, if many players decide that a word w1 is the object of a verb whereas the automatic pre-annotation has chosen another word w2 to be the
4. MOTIVATING PLAYERS

There are several motivation theories, including the Game-Flow theory [17], derived from the more general Flow theory, dating from 1975 and detailed in [15]. However, these theories are game-centric. The researcher who created JEUXDE-MOTS, M. Lafourcade, uses a more people-centric approach, the CIA motivational factors, referred to with the MICE acronym: Money (in our case, reward), Ideology (here, interest), Constraint (obviously light), Ego (related to the position of the player in the community of players).

4.1 Motivational factors using the MICE method

4.1.1 Money and reward

We inserted in ZOMBILINGO reward mechanisms that are popular in video games: achievements and in-game items.

As in FOLDIT, we plan to give achievements when players complete a challenging task (finishing a tutorial, a level, ...) to motivate them to progress further. We will also grant achievements for less glorious tasks (buying items, reading the FAQ, ...) to push players to discover unknown mechanisms or information. The majority of these achievements will have no real value (just a “completed” mark), existing only to satisfy the player’s ego, but the most challenging achievements will offer in-game rewards when completed. As opposed to achievements, in-game items are active: players can use them to play. We imagined two ways to gain items: by buying them thanks to the in-game currency earned by players or by looting them randomly, exploiting the eagerness of players to get lucky. In the future, we plan to roll out a full market where players can exchange items, enhancing the social aspect of the game. Once the items are acquired, they can be used for customizing the player’s profile thanks to cosmetic elements, for relieving the efforts of the players during the game (for example, increasing the timer for timed games) or for getting a competitive advantage in the future challenge mode. By making items a strategic element, it should motivate players to acquire them by playing more to earn more in-game currency and later, trade them with other players and develop a self-sufficient ecosystem.

4.1.2 Ideology and interest

Previous GWAP experiments, like JEUXDEMENTS, demonstrated that most players do not play because they want to help science, but because it is fun. Subsequently, we decided not to brand ZOMBILINGO with its research-helping objective and instead, to focus on an attractive theme related to the task to perform. We chose the Zombie one for two reasons: first, it has become very popular and second, we can relate dependency syntax annotation to Zombies looking for brains (heads) to devour, as shown in figure 2. The success of video game like PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES demonstrated that all kind of players can be attracted to this universe with the right touch of humor.

As it was pointed out to be effective in PHRASE DETECTIVES [7], we also plan to let the player choose among corpora according to his/her personal interests (history, geography, medicine, etc).

4.1.3 Constraint and retention

The idea for constraints is to find a balance between pushing people to play the game as much as possible without putting them off. The gameplay is organized around game sessions of five items to analyze before really earning points and rewards. The scoreboard displays the scores for the day, week, month and all-time, motivating people to play often if they want to stay on the lists. Moreover, thanks to weekly or daily objectives, working like achievements but in a short, limited timespan, players should come back regularly to earn bonuses.

4.1.4 Ego and community

In the same line as achievement, i.e. easy to implement rewarding mechanisms, we will also add titles and cosmetic elements. Titles are earned through achievements and will be displayed under the name of the player, to show his/her prowess and enhance his ego as other players will be able to see them. Cosmetic elements are for the moment limited to the avatar, which will change over time. It will undergo a process of decomposition as players gain new level, exciting their curiosity about what the new avatar will look like.

---

Footnotes:

9 Popular games like TEAM FORTRESS 2 demonstrated that such cosmetic items is very successful in motivating players.

10 Much like in PHRASE DETECTIVES, but much more gory.
We also aim at creating and maintaining an active social community so that players can feel welcome and share their experience. In the future, a challenge mode, inspired from the one in JeuxDeMots, where skilled players will be able to post their own sentence for other players to analyze, will surely help in strengthening the social aspect of the game.

4.2 Quality of the data

4.2.1 Player level as a trustworthiness indicator

Level progression is the core of the game, as it is directly linked to the accuracy of the performed analysis. Higher level should always correspond to experienced, reliable players creating good quality resources. They gain a score per phenomenon, which increases each time they earn points while playing on this phenomenon. Once they reach a predefined number of points, it will increase their level, and thus the difficulty of the game for this phenomenon.

Following the model in Phrase Detectives, we find important to give players a goal through level progression, so they know what they are aiming at and do not feel lost or without clear purpose. Gaining new level will be increasingly difficult, in order to avoid frustration at the beginning and to push experienced players to play more and more as they progress, allowing us to capitalize on their skills.

4.2.2 Asserting the correctness of the analyses

In order to reward a player and to guarantee the quality of the data, we need to make sure his/her analyses are correct. GWAPs like JeuxDeMots and Phrases DETECTIVE compare the results of the players, and consider that the common answers are the correct ones. We have decided to complement this method, taking into account the pre-annotation scores.

The sentences uploaded into the game will have been pre-annotated, with a confidence score associated to each annotation (C). This score will evolve each time a player analyses the sentence. In the case of a player giving the same analysis as the computer, C will increase. If a player gives a different analysis, the system will register a new entry for the phenomenon with a new C. C will increase or decrease depending on the number of players playing the analysis, as well as their levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>phrase</th>
<th>player</th>
<th>from</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>monter</td>
<td>assistant</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>monter</td>
<td>elle</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>monter</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: How the confidence scores (C) for one phenomenon are registered.

The correct analysis for the phenomenon will be the one with the highest C. In order to keep the players motivated, each time an analysis is registered as the new correct one, all the players having given this analysis (thus earning no point at the time because it was considered false) will earn an attractive retroactive bonus.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Detailed specifications of Zombilingo are already available, and the development should start in April. We first aim at creating a prototype that will be rapidly tested by our colleagues at LORIA, in order to validate our design choices and check that the good player/good resource goal is met. We will then correct and improve what will have to be and open the game to everyone on the Web.

We plan to advertise Zombilingo using our various personal and professional networks, be they social networks like Facebook or LinkedIn, or researchers networks like conferences. We will also benefit from the help of the LORIA communication department and from the University of Lorraine students networks.

The annotated corpus will be made freely and continuously available, following the example of JeuxDeMots. If the game is successful in attracting players and producing quality annotation, we will consider adapting it to other languages lacking syntactically annotated data.
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